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Introduction 

     Adult Children of Alcoholics is a spiritual program based on action coming from love.  Our Inner Children are 

those precious beings inside who survived childhood without parents who could provide a stable, nurturing, and 

consistent environment. In ACA recovery we have an ever-present connection to our Inner Children who are the 

embodiment within us of our Higher Power. The Steps give us the framework and discipline for recovery. In ACA we 

learn that the solution to dysfunction is to become our own Loving Parents. As our own Loving Parents, we reach out to 

our Inner Children because we are the adults. We review the past from our perspective as adults and provide the 

fragmented children inside us with ways to develop: 

 

• A relationship with our adult selves 

• A solid foundation for natural emotional growth 

• A complete identity  

• A process for grieving to resolve the neglect, abandonment, abuse, and trauma we suffered as 

children that stunted our emotional growth  

• A plan to complete the life stages we did not complete.  

 

To do this, we use ACA tools which includes the emotional support of our ACA family. This support will allow 

us to build healthy, happy, and functional adult lives in ACA meetings that emphasize reparenting. 

 

A. Our Own Loving Parent Meetings  

In our meetings, we present a focus question. We share our experience, strength, and hope on that topic. We 

read passages in the workbook to reinforce the concept of the chapter and work through exercises about the 

topic. We read through activities we can do in the ensuing week to work on that aspect of recovery. Following 

that, we briefly share what we have done this past week for our Inner Children. 

 

B.  Workbook with Open Sharing Meetings 

In Workbook with Open Sharing Meetings, we spend 20 minutes opening the meeting with the ACA Serenity 

Prayer, readings, announcements, 7th Tradition, and welcoming newcomers. About forty minutes are allocated 

to using the workbook. The remainder of the time is devoted to open sharing on any topic. We conclude with 

the reading of the ACA Promises followed by the recitation of the ACA Serenity Prayer. We included a meeting 

format at the back of the workbook for the 1.5-hour meeting. 

 

C. Workbook-Only Meetings 

Participants in an ACA group may choose to form a separate meeting to concentrate on reparenting their Inner 

Children. Workbook-Only Meetings last for about an hour. Participants typically start and end with the ACA 

Serenity Prayer and use the workbook.  

 

Our Inner Child and Inner Children 

     When we experience loss, abandonment, abuse, or trauma without emotional support from parents or 

caretakers, we fragment emotionally. At the extreme end, we split into separate personalities (multiple personality 

disorder). More often, some of us shatter emotionally into multiple Inner Children, while others psychologically separate 

into one Inner Child. In this workbook we do not make the distinction between Inner Child and Inner Children. Instead, 

we use the term “Inner Child” to avoid constantly writing “Inner Child(ren).” We do, however, use the term “Inner 

Children” as the plural form of “Inner Child” throughout this workbook. 

 

Exercises are Self-Assessment Inventories and Educational Tools; then the Recovery Work Begins 

     In this workbook we focus attention on a topic and provide exercises that guide the recovery work. The 

exercises are designed to provide focus on specific recovery activities. These are mini self-inventories for information. 

Recovery largely depends on doing the work listed in “Things You Can Do in Recovery This Week” between meetings 

and sharing insights about the work with Sponsors, program friends, and participants at meetings during open sharing. 

 

 


